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Value-Based Education
Can we say everything is lost, when we still have the one most powerful possession that we can
possibly have, and that is --- education. Education gives us hope and confidence to face our
fears with grit and determination.
That education, which is not so difficult to obtain, is much more than just a degree on a white
sheet of paper. It is what develops critical thinking skills and molds the minds of young achievers
to innovators and leaders. Education aims at transforming an individual from a self-centered,
egoistic person to an integrated personality and a responsible global citizen.
In this scenario, where education is the backbone of the society, how can we dismiss the
importance of value based education! The reality check clearly shows the fact that value
education and academics are not two different courses, but they are so interwoven that we
cannot separate one from the other. So how does one credit and verify this fact?
There is a general lack in the humanitarian approach amongst most and hence value based
education is the need of the hour. It encourages reflective and inspirational attributes and
enables the children to be good global citizens and prepares them for their working life.
In our way of teaching and learning, we ensure that the students develop a secure sense of their
own self. They learn to develop a sense of responsibility and there is an academic diligence that
is followed with the learning. The students are encouraged both to talk freely and also value the
essence of quietude. Reflective thinking is given much importance. This really holds to improve
their performance in whichever field they may wish to. This is a lifelong investment that the
students will never regret.
So how does this actually affect the environment in the school? Value-based education truly
makes one travel on the path of being more academically diligent. There is a better and a
peaceful student-student, student-teacher, and also student-society relationship. The home
environment will also see a certain positive change. This wellness is so contagious, that we will
immerse ourselves in this wonderful feeling. The students slowly start putting more effort in
what they do, and more importantly, start developing a sense of accountability towards the
task.
Empathy, honesty and integrity take a front seat. Tolerance and harmony will follow them. The
word ‘RESPECT’ gets a new meaning. This will enable a cohesive and a strong collaborative
learning and growing. Only then is the purpose of education well achieved.

Deepa Shanbhag
Vice Principal.
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Tiny Tots at work and play
(Pre Primary to Grade III)
The students of this generation will demand the learning support that is
appropriate for their situation or context. Nothing more, nothing less…
I happen to read these lines somewhere and it just suits the current situation
where we had to adapt and make so many changes with teaching learning
pedagogy. Though initially we were unprepared for the switch to online
learning, everything started falling in place slowly.
During this pandemic, online teaching has become more like a life line to meet
all the obstacles we had to face. The teachers all over had to go through a
complete make over with respect to their approach and teaching
methodologies. I t was just not about ideas but it was more about making
these ideas happen.
We, at Pawar Public School overcame the hurdles that stood our way from
actualising those ideas. But what surprised us the most, was our students’
willingness and enthusiasm to adapt to this “New Normal” of teaching learning transaction. We didn’t allow the pandemic to hamper the zeal and
enthusiasm of our school.
Definitely, the days during the pandemic was filled with stress and anxiety
created by this new methodologies and environment. To keep a check on this
we continued with the extra-curricular activities as much as possible to keep
the students grounded and enthusiastic.
Students want the same things like we want. To laugh, be challenged, to be
entertained and happy. Though, the first timers and one of our special set of
tiny tots from Nursery couldn’t visit the school for their regular classes, we
made sure they didn’t miss out on any of the activities and the little ones too
adapted very well with the school routines, teachers and the activities with so
much of enthusiasm that surprised us.
As quoted by Jane D. Hill “At the end of the day, the most overwhelming key to
a child’s success is the positive involvement of the parents.”
This proved very apt for this year as without the support from our enthusiastic
parents, we wouldn’t have taken it this far.
Each year is special for the school and this year was no exception. Amidst all
these uncertainties and change, we did manage to conduct plethora of online
activities.
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Project Presentation (Pre Primary)

Project presentation skills always help students to learn and develop skills like taking turns,

listening to their friends and developing communication skills. This year too we did not
miss the opportunity to take up class wise project presentation. The only difference was
it was our first “virtual project presentation”. The support of the parents and their
cooperation made it happen.
Tulip-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1h308fQWQ6fi3RlpYUER1lvGplVKRgnU_/view?usp=sharing

Rose-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JS9OezFo6Izuck3PzGLpLJWo2NtQoRvg/view?usp=sharing

Lily -

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1HSIHOZJ7AnGPvWdOOINFWEOeiJLxsAg/view?usp=sharing

Daisy -

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1DQVLL1wV0ghGKj0hZnszho6wpnwXOeCt/view?usp=sharing

Jasmine -

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gjReRI4nw8DFwA_XckDqp9m66FXNEKZ8/view?usp=sharing

Olive-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/130RWSXfY7ix_J6EH2yKsDpxs_5ITcHF/view?usp=sharing

Peach-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/10QHVnhgvjPRUj0YyWtBKjrTQgVNk4H4A/view?usp=drivesdk

Kiwi-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1ztp1BVlTfqyxaQgnD9Vsi07R5hUn985u/view?usp=sharing

Plum-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1b2kSUPI8sWbsoHckOGFN7lbJjZqkV4GL/view?usp=drivesdk

Cherry-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1mnUNVR6aQzMEdW6R0WldBw4m2AOFrCuG/view?usp=sharing

Ruby-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q5hjHCOVr-VjA1ngMZfqQapafxUCXmyd/view?usp=drivesdk

Emerald-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jP7Ap92of6naGwPamvzqRzQNDI4SPllt/view?usp=sharing

Pearl-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NyFNuPqXwlOZgnIH0EM72MwMwcvXfhWa/view?usp=sharing

Diamond-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1hOEGNS6DJBFhe_pLlhBJl0iMdwyIUnKV/view?usp=sharing

Topaz -

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1CUYmXXomqWzX7qyF90UzY9o-r75Xn_C3/view?usp=drivesdk

Art Integrated Project (Class I-III)
This year CBSE had come up with guidelines for implementation of Art Integrated Project
for students of class one onwards. This was to focus on “imbibing the Indian ethos through
integration of Indian art and culture in the teaching learning process at every level.” This
year Maharashtra had been paired up with the state of Odisha for the same. Our students
enthusiastically under the guidance of the subject teachers worked on the various topics
related to the paired state. Along with the teacher’s supervision and parents’ support and
cooperation, it was completed with enthusiasm.
Mars-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BZ-dPLKNruk57zUqSvJ_dmfavsBaYEmH/view?usp=sharing

Jupiter-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1beaxwj-pvZCGn0Yg2utYT9oNbHYCoI4W/view?usp=drivesdk

Venus-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1oY9wADppnb30QmJ0zpTO2S7ZlDLpv2Z3/view?usp=sharing

Saturn-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1xaSRJj9N1rVpWIgACwCw3gqUkI12u3Aa/view?usp=sharing

Neptune-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1EC2Rg6HS1TD0GLlj5Ke5ZKuzanwG9wHm/view?usp=sharing

Dove-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1qpCjLDFgbxAqHb3VNBMam9gXgq_c8xQb/view?usp=sharing

Peacock-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1yyu9TgwIS2eYEJwswqcZDbnKk-lcvJkL/view?usp=drivesdk

Finch-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/15Rjno7XVUlhAeAEHMtSHvUdV8tmpks5v/view?usp=drivesdk

Robin-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1r2xSUxDurgIROl6F9ehlvWK1kF4mySP3/view?usp=sharing

Canary-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1MQrvWYr7Z2xl_M-H8xubucqvn7uOxv-1/view?usp=sharing

Aquarius-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1moiJMWjG0qkuwOkh8dAn85E392slG_zY/view?usp=drivesdk

Aries-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1C0XUmTeUipObkc3qmkQit0ZeaY7aSECR/view?usp=sharing

Virgo

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1c557V8D_yartvdtfjS6grE4MGrYBtqSt/view?usp=sharing

Gemini-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1veBlh8pW0O9YiLlw4XBK4HpaAzAczHYB/view?usp=sharing
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The “New Normal” of Today...
The year 2020 brought a huge blow for the whole world and no one has
escaped from it. Like the whole world, we teachers also had to face a great
challenge, i.e. to teach online. We play an important part in the lives of
children for whom we are the people who are closest to them after their
parents and family members. Now we have the challenge to teach them
virtually, which initially was so overwhelming for both us and the children.
They don’t know us, have not even seen us, yet they have to listen to us,
follow our instructions and work accordingly.
The job was not easy at all as we had to deal with the kids of the age group of
2.5 to 4 years. They have the least attention spans. We had to brainstorm
innovative pedagogies to create the atmosphere of a classroom and to get
them familiar with us.
But there are always possibilities of turning a crisis into an opportunity.
Through online platform, we made use of PPTs, charts, videos, real objects
and colourfully designed appreciation stars, smileys etc. to grab their
attentions. We used different fun activities to make the concepts more
attractive and enjoyable. Gradually, they started to like the time they spent
with us online.
At the end of the academic year we can see how familiar they have become
with their teachers, sharing their experience and happiness, though they have
not met us once in real life.
At the end of the year, we realised that if we have the zeal, we can make the
best use of any adverse situation and turn it in our favour.

Swapna Chintalapati
Nursery Teacher

Nursery Class Activities
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Virtual Journey 2020-21
Since the COVID -19 pandemic disrupted the normal lifestyle of people across the globe, the virtual
world has come to the rescue.
Initially we teachers were tensed, how to engage our pupils for long time through the virtual
classes? But our tiny tots surprised us by getting quickly adjusted.
We missed meeting our kids in school as it used to be but we had lot of fun in the virtual teaching learning process. We celebrated all the festivals and did many activities virtually together which we
never expected will come out so well and will work so effectively. Some activities made children’s
learning joyful.
Apart from the activities that are done on a regular basis, we did come up with lot of virtual activities
for Junior KG that the kids liked immensely like the few mentioned below.
Transport activity (Making traffic light) the activity was focused on making children aware about
traffic rules and different important symbols related to road safety. Teachers gave valuable
instructions regarding traffic rules and emphasized on wearing helmets while on the two wheeler and
seat belts while in a car. Importance of zebra crossing, traffic signal was also emphasized upon.
They also took the pledge to follow traffic rules.
Plantation activity - In these pandemic times, to generate awareness among students for spreading
greenery in the country and to control pollution, our Jr KG students planted saplings or sowed seeds
in their house compound or in a pot with the help of their parent. Students enthusiastically performed
the activity and shared the pictures with their class teachers. The activity also helped the children to
know about things required to grow and nurture a plant, various parts of the plant, and the
importance they hold in our lives.
Sandwich making activity (Fireless cooking) -The students exhibited their culinary skills and
prepared nutritious and healthy sandwiches during their virtual activity. It was a feast for the eyes
and stomach as well. The objective was to encourage healthy eating habits among the students.
They discovered that cooking can be a creative, easy and safe experience that is as much fun as it is
to eat the yummy delights that resulted from the experience.
The virtual activity was conducted with a view to create awareness about the nutritional value of food
cooked without flame, the necessity and advantages of healthy eating.

We proved it this year that “coming together is beginning, staying together is progress and
working together is success”.

Avanti Naik
Jr.KG teacher

Junior KG Class Activities

From Blackboard to Meeting room…
It is indeed a matter of glad pleasure to once again share our thoughts through our school magazine.
Each issue of our school magazine is nothing less than a milestone that makes us grow, unfolds our
imagination and gives life to our thoughts and aspiration.
I firmly believe that the role of a school is not limited to pursuit of academic excellence alone but
also to motivate and empower its students to become lifelong learner, self-reliant citizens, critical
thinkers and productive members, with a healthy mind and a happy soul, of an a ever changing
global society.
Online learning is an educational process which took place over the Internet as a form of distance
education. Distance education became ubiquitous as a result of the COVID-19 pandemic during 2020.
Because of these circumstances, online teaching and learning had an indispensable role in early
childhood education programs, even though debates continue on whether or not it is beneficial for
young children to be exposed extensively to Information and Communication Technology.
Being online didn’t stop our teachers in fact all our teachers came up with wonderful ideas to make
online classes interesting for our children and some of the activities turned out to be so well that the
parents also participated and enjoyed with their children.
During this year we did lot of activity like Yoga day, Virtual school tour, we also used spin wheel to
conduct class activities, and we also made PPT along with animation and sound along with these
every month we also celebrated colour days. Here are the some activities in detail.
Fire less cooking
A kitchen is a learning lab for children that can involve all of their senses. Students of Sr.KG section
donned their ‘Chef
Caps’ to exhibit their culinary skills in 'Cooking without Fire’. The aim of the activity was to provide a
platform for students to showcase their talent and explore new areas of interest. It was conducted
with a view to create awareness about the nutritional value of food cooked without fire. Children
enjoyed making Biscuit canapé.
Germination Activity
Watching seeds grow is an amazing science lesson for kids as they are very curious about life and
growth of living things.
As part of the experiential learning the Germination of seeds activity was done with the aim to
demonstrate how plants develop from seeds for the students of Sr.KG class. The students germinated
the seed in a paper cup under the guidance of the teacher and noticed the growth over a week’s
time. It gave them the opportunity to watch closely how a seed grows and what was actually
happening under the ground! Their happiness was on the peak when they saw a little plant coming
out. The awesome germination activity turned out amazingly well, and the kids loved checking on
the progress each day!
Solar system mobile craft
The solar system consists of the Sun and everything that orbits around, the Sun. This includes the
eight planets and their moons, dwarf planets, and countless asteroids, comets. While learning this
topic children were very much excited, so to encourage them and make the students understand the
topic more clearly we made a solar system model using the hanger and it turned out very well.
Vishakha Patil
Sr.KG teacher

Sr.KG Class Activities

Nursery Class Activities

Social Science
Social Science
Activities 2020-21
In social sciences, learners explore how societies work, and how they can
participate and take action as critical, informed and responsible citizens.
Social sciences, with its focus on people, places, history and economies, links in well with
career education.
By building career-related activities into your curriculum area you are helping your learners
to develop the understandings, skills and attributes that they need to make positive career
decisions throughout their lives. Learning social science helps students to understand
human interactions that occurred in the past, are occurring now, and that are likely to
occur in the future. This may help students develop and nurture values that will make it
more likely that they will be able to determine what the right thing is and do it, especially
when doing the right thing is difficult. It is about decency, respect, courage and honor.
What better way than giving these values to our bright students through experiential
learning & interesting activities.
Our students were an enthusiastic lot and enjoyed the colourful yet very creative activities
conducted by Social Science Department.
1.Poster making
2.Model making
3.First Aid Box
4.Travel Guide of Greenland
5.Mock Elections
6.Newspaper Article
7.Planning and Drawing of ideal city
8.Story Telling: Purana stories- Vishnu Purana, Shiva Purana & Brahma Purana
9.Show and Tell
10.Singing activity: Chanting of Dohas, Bhajan of Mirabai
11.Quiz Contest: Our Constitution
12.Project Presentation
13.Glimpse of their activities can be view through the link available.
14.Debate & presentation
15.PPT & Report Making
16.Map work
17.Role Play

Social Science
Grade V

Link-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1evwbsYHqroUOQwioOPvQPgKXJmqr68vg/view
?usp=drivesdk

Grade VI
Class VI talented students put their heart and soul in all the activities given by
their teachers. The result was no wonder outstanding.

https://drive.google.com/file/d/12JvVWAl8OOAmA2pf8Wb99NtX1tXtE2iW/view?
Link-usp=sharing

Grade VII

The activities conducted in grade VII was very fruitful. The students participated with
great zeal and added their own creative ideas. Each topic was covered in an amazing
way.

Link- https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1OKXrcwUjOoxqheaBjJbD8HhREDr7gxcy?
usp=sharing

Social Science
Grade VIII
Students of grade VIII came up with great creativity. They enjoyed the activities a lot
and put their heart and soul into it. This was great opportunity for teachers also to
learn and use different technology and promote experiential learning as well.

Linkhttps://docs.google.com/document/d/19Rf6e7wvrNQKYG2RGK4mGJG71qbn
wG9I31aqdPiPVTU/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1rYLYCl2a80zhd11i8B6m-lmVD65HKUKf

Grade IX
Art integration makes teaching learning process very joyful. Students also enjoyed while
interpreting their knowledge through art. Project based learning helped them explore a
whole new world of possibilities. It also gives teachers the opportunity to build stronger
relationships with their students by acting as their hands-on learning facilitator.

Linkhttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1FMDamP152rn6z308s3yAfh_TcA2u4JSM/vie
w?usp=sharing
Project work on Disaster Management was conducted by class IX students with great
enthusiasm and creativity. Representation through: - Documentary, Animation, Short
video, power-point presentations, poem. The students of class IX with great passion took
this challenge of conducting Disaster Management project by collaborating virtually. It
was a pleasant surprise seeing them overcome all the challenges and deliver an
outstanding project presentation.

Linkhttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1dHNtGnS5WX9KIGC0_CjRFNsnduOZk9
mE/view?usp=sharing

Social Science
Grade X
When art is integrated with Education it helps child to apply art-based enquiry, investigation
and exploration, critical thinking and creativity for deeper understanding of concept. It
encourages children to open their minds. Students took ownership over their projects,
reflecting on and celebrating their progress and accomplishments.
Link-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18Y59QZFiODKvI7bX9NAdRSiofsWnolG/view?usp=sharing

Link-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1gl1K4cO1x2hc3c-S5h9gJlpjIFc95RxW/view?usp=sharing

Link-

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1Q0cObSq0btsQicjmRjF_hal8ug5vIsB-/view?usp=sharing

Link-

https://drive.google.com/drive/u/0/folders/1Gr0eaq0wdtVdwatY3S4mW1TNi3oW6wIl

Sweta Sinha & Shweta Srivastava
SST Department

Social Science
Grade X

Project on Consumer Awareness
Consumers are the basic economic entities of an economy. All the consumers consume
goods and services directly and indirectly to maximise satisfaction and utility. Consumers
have limited income and by which they want to satisfy their maximum utility (utility is
the want satisfying capacity of a commodity). Consumer Awareness is an act of making
sure the buyer or consumer is aware of the information about products, goods, services,
and consumer rights. It is important so that buyer can take the right decision and make
the right choice. Consumers have the right to information, right to choose, right to
safety. Consumer education can help develop critical thinking and raise awareness,
thereby enabling consumers to become more pro-active. It is also an important vehicle
for building the confidence that consumers need to operate in increasingly complex
markets. Students of Grade X have prepared exclusive projects group wise on topics
Hoarding and Black marketing, Food Adulteration, no bill issued for a purchase, False
advertisement and Inappropriate weights and measures. This year due to pandemic
students have done Project presentation online.
Linkshttps://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1naB-F21js5inGIr6L4luSZamakTZ1R_i?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1wMI0OdQ0kwolmDZ5RXCfemNPXzGmVbyH

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1v8Qf5ddHxWZuEncC_V2A2LcpwNFMm5RW/view?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/file/d/18nvUhtm2YtvgJYWalUB5UtHzxTNIBugY/view?usp=drivesdk

Seema Deshpande
HOD, Social Science .

Social Science

Hard Work
Commitment: Hard work requires a lot of commitment and sincerity from the person
and is not an easy one to follow.
Traditional format: Hard work sticks to the traditional form of doing work and there are
not many changes that are incorporated in the pattern of workin
Tedious: Being a traditional form of working pattern, hard work requires a lot of effort
and consistency and thus it becomes tedious and tiresome.
Monotonous: Hard work aims at the quantity and may become monotonous and boring
for some.
Smart Work:
Requires in-depth knowledge: One of the pre-requisites of smart work is having an indepth knowledge of the work in hand as that will make your work efficient.
Saves a lot of time: It reduce your work by using logical and innovative ways to achieve
your goals.
Faster realization of goals: Not relying on traditional ways and using improvised ways of
working, smart work is a faster method which helps you reach your goals earlier.
Builds your strengths: It really builds up on your strength and helps you become a
master of the work in hand.
The need of the hour: In today’s era of technology and fast-moving times, smart work is
the need of the hour.
So, having discussed both hard and smart work, what do you think should be preferred?
Well, some people believe that only hard work does not give them the desired results in
the allotted time frame whereas the smart workers attain their goals faster through
proper time management.

Social Science

Hard Work vs Smart Work
Smart working refers to being creative and looking for other ways to get the
work done faster and easier. Hard work is done by physical efforts and less
use of the brain. Whereas, in smart work it is done by more use of the brain
and techniques and less use of physical efforts. When NASA began to launch
the astronauts into space, they found out that a pen would not work at Zero
Gravity. To solve this problem, it took them one decade and $12million.
They developed a pen that works at Zero Gravity. Whereas, Russia used the
pencils for the same problem which required less use of their resources and
time. Hard work is when one does certain things without effective planning
whereas, smart work is when we get the work done through planning and
people without any physical stress. Hard work may generate high cost for
doing work whereas Smart work leads to work done at minimum cost.
Both hard work and smart work go hand-in-hand but smart work is
considered better because it is time saving, efficient in monetary terms and
effective also.
Some students would be studying almost all the time and some would never
go near the book till the study holidays. They would plan their time, select
the portions and focus on their presentation skills, scoring much more than
the first group. People would blame the education system, the standards of
evaluation and several other factors not realising the difference between
hard work and smart work.

Social Science

If students work smart, they can do the same amount of work faster and efficiently.

Social Science

Activities aimed to inculcate Smart Work:
Quiz, Debate, Group Discussion, Projects , Pass slips, Show and Tell, Story Telling
Plays and Dramas, Scrapbook, News Magazine, Educational field visit, Mind maps
Social work, Volunteering.
Teachers need to understand the thin line between making students
work relentlessly hard and enabling them to learn smart work. For e.g. Ages back the
stone age man pushed his cart or huge pieces of stone for carrying it from one place to
the other. But the modern man made a wheelbarrow to easily carry his load and travel
long distances with less effort and with more efficiency. This is a classic example of
smart work which we at Pawar Public School, Hinjewadi have tried to inculcate in our
students through experiential learning.

Grade VI: Cave Painting, Ancient Tool activities
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12JvVWAl8OOAmA2pf8Wb99NtX1tXtE2iW/view?usp=s
haring

Grade VII: Art and Painting of Odisha
https://drive.google.com/file/d/18P5sORjN61mk2JeePIMdFSNSOYFGFyAf/view?usp
=sharing
Grade VIII: History of Music :
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1lOEcQNe0nVS12rwnHjnONwABq3fXuL5Z/view?usp
=sharing
Tourism in Odisha

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1BdYbFbxpxgVp1Md6SiscNw8oRdWXbRmJ/view?
usp=sharing
History of Cuisine
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1IVdq5zPBh16PoTAPdMUVthPFPfwBLUP/view?usp=sharing

Meenakshi Chaudhary & Pratibha Sonar
SST Department

English
EQUATION BETWEEN SUCCESS AND HAPPINESS
“How does he remain so happy? Is he very successful?” Peter asked Adam. “Do
you really think happiness comes only with success?” Adam questioned with a
smile. Peter was stunned at the question. He wanted to say yes but he was
sure that Adam never asks such mysterious questions without a reason. “What
are you trying to say? What is going on in your head?” Peter asked with utter
curiosity. Adam smiled and stated a very beautiful line “Happiness is the inner
achievement and success is an outer one and surprisingly both play a very
important role in our lives.”
When a person is successful he or she may be happy but there is no set rule
that your happiness comes only with your success. It is an inner quality which
encounters you even with the minutest thing you get or achieve. Have you ever
seen a baby getting happy just by holding a balloon in its hand? That cute smile
expresses its happiness.
We often equate the ideas of happiness and success, but they are two different
subjects. Success is more of a judgment and happiness comes from personal
accomplishment. We often assume that success gives us happiness but actually
happiness leads to success. The reason is very simple, when you are happy;
you have a relaxed and positive mind which gives you the path to grow. This
growth is success which further makes us happy, so all this moves in a circle. It
is clear that success and happiness go hand in hand but they cannot be
equated.
Happiness is not guaranteed even if we achieve everything, because it comes
with an optimistic outlook. People have different views on both the ideas and it
remains a debatable topic. However it is certain that both are important in one
way or the other, but people set their priorities according to their
understanding.
Lokananda Pande
English Teacher

English
Gadgets to Grounds
As we all know that modern gadgets have eaten into the time that children
could have otherwise spent on the playgrounds, thus restricting their social
interactions, physical activities and perhaps even the abilities to navigate
through daily challenges that they may face in future. Though the importance
of gadgets has been reinforced during the ongoing pandemic, the unreasonably
high screen time spent by children on activities, other than knowledge gaining
activities, is creating an imbalance. And this situation has been aggravated due
to the pandemic which confined them indoors. Hence it is imperative to make
them shift from gadgets to the grounds to correct this imbalance. But how do
we address this challenge considering that the screens are indispensable and
the new normal?
Here are six ways to do so:Do not keep gadgets accessible
Keep mobiles and other gadgets in a way that they cannot access them at will,
and you know when they are using it.
Lead the way
It requires prudent discipline on our part, as adults, in managing our own
exposure to the gadgets. So, keep them away for few hours every day and
engage children in alternative forms of entertainment and discussions. Go out
for a walk every day, leaving your screens at home.
Change their routine
Involve them in activities that require them to keep aside their gadgets. Change
their routine every few weeks to ensure that free time isn’t being synonymous
with screen time.
Skip the videos
Though videos are an excellent way to let them learn, making them a default
learning tool may contribute to their gadget addiction? So skip them when
needed and pick up a chalk and duster to teach.
Send them outdoors
Playing outdoors will help them interact with other kids. At the same time, it
also helps them build their gross motor skills when they run around picking,
handling and throwing the playing objects. Or simply ask them to fetch some
daily needs from a nearby grocery shop.
Reserve a play slot with them
Be it outdoor sports, board games or indoor sports, ensure that you reserve
some time in your daily schedule for playing with them.
To conclude, a judicious blend of online and offline activities is needed along
with a lot of initiative and self-restraint on our part as well to help them
appreciate that gadgets are enabling tools rather than a way of life…

Mrs Kajal Desai
English Teacher

English

English Activities
“Keep going. Each step may get harder, but don't stop.
The view at the top is beautiful.”
Hello Everyone,
This year has been very challenging for all of us. But challenges keep our spirits
alive. The COVID pandemic has taught us how to be resilient. It has made us
push our limits to pass through the odds.
Education is one of the fields which faced many challenges, which made
teachers and students adapt themselves to new technologies and the virtual
environment. Remote teaching has become the new normal. But both the
students and educators missed the joy of attending campus.
For the subject of English, all curricular activities viz; listening and speaking
assessment, individual and group projects were conducted and students
participated enthusiastically in the same. The students used a judicious mix of
audio-video content, 3D models, power point presentations, animation,
sketches, etc. to present their assignments.
For the art-integrated project, wherein Maharashtra state was paired with
Odisha, the students had shown very good versatility by blending technology,
domain knowledge, team work and interactive skills. They have used softwares
like Tween Craft, Movie Maker, Power Point with audio etc....They have
integrated various subjects to depict ancient monuments, cuisines, tourism,
natural diversities and many more aspects of Odisha.
English Department

English
Individual Activity –Poster Making (Class VI & VII)

English

Poem Writing: (Class VIII)

Group Activity: Project on desert and Glimpses of the past (Class VII & VIII)
Link-

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1uAyJWNTTKq4KJPAhLtnTkTlJ9dGzmqVq?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1jSOdfSCX6wJQLJK56-MOsAsl2FzBArdU?usp=sharing

English
Class IX & X

Art Integration Links-(Class- VI)
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1MxPlT_HEYspX967az_9YTTlI7gDQwX6e?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Rc8CMY57bMckH1IMURU6KicJtcutUqW-?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1_HSmR8Mr-UC6ZxDurnoRi-EFmSX6gKFA?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1Fw5dtA4-WYK1gOeO7XrPMmuKAv9OaT2E?usp=sharing

Art Integration Links-(Class VII)
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1QU661neErEh90BZsCj7EBqOi8_Hl8HF1/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1xGpruj6LiSeAh9hMKt16ixUIouZhayc7?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1NkeYkcaajUCyx9FFxQDmLHztS8qZinH6/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/12fypRsgwqDN5xndU4KpY250F-IsRGkaI/view?usp=sharing

Art Integration Links-(Class VIII)
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1AaIy0OEUdQMKyCzNCo69Cn05VSQc_lHq?usp=sharing

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1tj839LRMA-waXB51v2EqWYYaXfM_dTMc?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1sBRHMEqVMH2qJLUEDhjq4eoOnPhbzumN?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1R5njyFZJDwBfoNtVg1gs8XGsQgnQfqL-?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1UvV6Bx0-y7XVsnEJ_d4gzBbdehe7SSvx?usp=sharing

Art Integration Links-(Class X)
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1lJeUqY8aIMo7cxhFIy-tUbUBlca0e8Rr
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=1kEoB5QJtxQwDopOjIRMD-R_qqfWn0A8V
https://drive.google.com/folderview?id=13BjVBnCvdqENxmHH_-0rANr8Lo7ImbgF
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1zENQPox_vGqByuiy67kWggR8alEhgD8H
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1NVVbpzbM__9vpEN5_0uax6auVgvcFmAb?usp=sharing

Deepa Shanbhag
HOD, English Department.

Galileo Galilei

Science & EVS
Online v/s Offline teaching
Online learning (or E-learning) refers to the use of electronic media and Information and
Communication Technologies (ICT) in education. It uses all forms of education tools and
technology like digital notes, e-books, teaching slides, video conferencing, online tests and
quizzes etc. The presence of a teacher may or may not be required.
Offline learning refers to learning at school premises where there are books to introduce
new topics, a library to browse through the book shelves, labs to perform science
experiments, a playground for sports and exercises, a music room filled with musical
instruments, etc.
The main difference between online and offline learning is location. With offline learning,
participants are required to travel to the training location, typically a lecture hall, school or
classroom. With online learning, on the other hand, the training can be conducted practically
anywhere in the world. Participants simply need to log on to the internet from their home.
To teach online, a teacher needs to be reasonably comfortable with computers and the
internet. This is because interactions with the students will take place through messaging
platforms, emails, and video calls. Also teachers need to create various digital resources to
share with their students, such as powerpoint presentations, videos, audio lectures and PDF
files.
Online classes offer a lot of flexibility in terms of time schedule, recording lectures as well as
personal space. In offline classes the student has to be in strict discipline, to maintain which
there are a lot of restrictions.
The classroom environment has always proved to be essential to promote and stimulate
collaborative learning. Collaborative learning is more effective as student's can learn by
watching other students learn, thus transforming them into keen learners inside and beyond
the classroom.
In classrooms, it is possible for students to have direct engagements with instructors and
other students. With this mode of learning, students are capable of having detailed
discussions, asking lots of questions and covering many concepts in a single topic. This, in
the long run, improves a student’s performance and competence in the field of
specialization.
Practical learning, apart from Computer Science, is only possible in traditional classes eg: all
the science practicals, art classes etc. are not possible in an online mode.
On campus, students are surrounded by people who are enthusiastic about their field. They
can chat with professors, fellow students, guest lecturers and so on. And they can get
involved in on-campus professional organizations that connect them with real-life
professionals. Online students don’t have the same opportunities to make connections.
In classrooms there is no fear of technical issues, the class goes on smoothly, on the other
hand, students and teachers face a lot of technical issues in online teaching
Conclusion
To maintain the students’ attention and enhance the learning experience, mix things up. The
current situation is probably the best opportunity for us, educators, to change the way we
approach student assessment of knowledge and learning outcomes. The key to success relies
on proper planning, in advance preparation, and access to the right tools. Whether
synchronously or asynchronously, with proper planning we can replicate remotely almost all
activities and experiences which we would do in a physical classroom. Finally effective online
learning relies mainly on empathy. I would like to wish good luck to all the students for their
future learning and endeavors.
Mrs. Vandana Kundan ,HOD Science Department

Science & EVS
Science Department
The Science department makes learning a joyful experience, sparks students’ curiosity, allows
students to be active participants, and encourages them to be lifelong learners.
Practical science activities have huge significance in the learning process. They engage students,
helping them to develop important skills, understand the process of scientific investigation and
develop a broad understanding of scientific concepts.
The objective is not only to inculcate a scientific attitude and research-mindedness but also
creating teaching aids. It involves encouraging students to participate in activities so as to
understand the cognitive, affective and psychomotor aspects of the task.
In the academic year 2020-21, the students were not able to participate in offline Science activities
due to COVID -19 pandemic, however students participated enthusiastically in online Science
activities through videos, presentation, projects and role plays. Below are the glimpses of Science
activities conducted during the year:-

Biology
Grade VI - Water Conservation Project

Science & EVS
Biology VI
Working models linksSuhas Chilukurihttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1EVsfwv2mZyMHNYmYw6-15BWTU1nmR3hA/view?usp=drivesdk

Aarna Guptahttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1pAVIAp746pPkz5AU6d8lK_1FtGWjgUtD/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1eONYxnr0lFd7sp9gZ_ar0g0wghgKbfSL/view?usp=sharing

Arjun Eashwarhttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1WxkP_qB5n5oFyazCQbpwseRc6FOgeGXC/view?usp=sharing

Arjun Joshihttps://drive.google.com/file/d/1u8vUofvsLQPwlEvQ-TqGhNfS8Y5YPW-N/view?usp=sharing

Biology VIII
Group Project-

https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1BMvdlKQJwSyL8A-Cqjzri7893NBdbzJz?usp=sharing

Group Projecthttps://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1QSOl8lEzD1nr54gE4Ux0Zwu3G3AAu-LI?usp=sharing

Physics working models link-

Physics VI
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1wCOi3USoZyyeDj8A-ybwLSvg3d49KwJN?usp=sharing

Biology VIII-X

Science & EVS
Biology VIII-X

X - Science Practical

Science & EVS
Science Practical

Science & EVS
Evs
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Success is no accident, it is hard work,
perseverance, learning, studying, sacrifice
and most of all, love of what you are doing
or learning to do.

Pelé

“

PE
YOGA DAY 2021 – REPORT
Pawar Public School Hinjewadi Pune has celebrated International Yoga Day on
21st of June 2021.
It is rightly said by our honourable Prime Minister Narendra Modi "Yoga is an
invaluable gift of India's ancient tradition. It embodies the unity of mind and
body; thought and action; restraint and fulfilment; harmony between man and
nature; a holistic approach to health and well-being. It is not about exercise but
to discover the sense of oneness with yourself, the world and nature. By
changing our lifestyle and creating consciousness, it can help in bettering our
well-being. Let us work towards adopting a routine that includes yoga."
The Ministry of Ayush, Government of India, has started a campaign called
'Yoga at Home, Yoga with family to encourage people to practice it and stay
healthy. Thus as per the guidelines of the ministry we at PPSH celebrated
online International Yoga Day on 21st June 2020 amidst the COVID-19
pandemic. Physical education department had organized Yoga day session.
The session was held amongst 1200 students and 140 teachers including admin
staff.
It was very interesting and memorable for all the teachers, students and their
parents as it was first online celebration of International Yoga day 2020.
Celebrating Yoga online was an extremely unique way.
Regards
Avinash Rasge

PE
My Online Teaching Experience
The year 2020/21 taught us a lot. This year students studied at
home and teachers also taught from home. While all this was
going on, l wondered how much the children would
understand the subject of physical education online.
I started with basic exercises, warm up exercises, then slowly
took animal’s walk activity, paper ball activity, dupatta activity,
glass activity, bottle activity, pillows activity, etc. Students
were enjoying this activities a lot. Then l also took yoga and
aerobics activity.
The children quickly learned the above activities and tried to
do them without any mistakes. Also while performing all these
exercises they were advised on how to stay fit, which physical
activities / exercises can be done at home. This benefited the
children during online classes.

Prasad Sudhakar Kunjir
(Health and Physical Education Teacher)
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Stay hungry. Stay foolish.
Steve Jobs

“

Computer
YOGA IS YOUTH
Patanjali’s Yoga Sutras, one of the most profound documents on the yogic
sciences, begins with a strange line: ”….And now yoga.”
A great document on life starts with just half a sentence! Why?
This is because you arrive at yoga only when you realize that your desire is
essentially for the limitless, and that absolutely nothing else will settle you.
Every human being lives in a perpetual state of insufficiency. No matter who
you are or what you have achieved, you still want a little more than what you
have right now. This is human desire. The fundamental desire within every
human being is for boundless expansion.
Most people are not aware of the nature of their longing. When their longing
finds unconscious expression, we call this greed, conquest, ambition. When
their longing finds conscious expression, we call this yoga.
What exactly is yoga?
If you close your eyes and conjure an image, it would probably be one of bodies
twisted into impossible postures. For some people, the image of yoga might be
one of serenely smiling faces and perfect bodies seated effortlessly in lotus
position. But none of that is what we mean when we talk of the science of yoga.
Yoga is not a practice, exercise or a technique.
The science of yoga is quite simply, the science of being in perfect alignment, in
absolute harmony, in complete sync with existence.
When you talk about youth, you mean a period of your life which is so full of
boundless joy, freedom and energy. Yoga is an immense source of youth
because yoga is the science of creating inner situations exactly the way you
want them. Youthfulness is all about doing things the way you want, feeling free
and being always on cloud nine.
When you fine-tune yourself to such a point where everything functions
beautifully within you, naturally the best of your abilities will flow out of you.
You have surely noticed that when you are happy, you always function better.
You seem to have an endless supply of energy and you can go on and on.
Yoga performs an even deeper function than ensuring well-being at body, mind
and energy levels. Literally, yoga means union. When you are in yoga, it means
that in your experience, everything has become one.
Every human being is a unique combination of the same ingredients. If these
four dimensions-body, mind, emotion, energy-don’t walk together ,you will be
one big mess.
Right now, for most people, these four dimensions are aligned in different
directions. You are being hijacked-you are being pulled apart, in four different
ways. Yoga provides us with tools to have the full control of these four
dimensions.
To be joyful and peaceful within yourself every moment of your life, to be able
to perceive life beyond its physical limitations-these are not superhuman
qualities. These are human possibilities.
Yoga is not about being superhuman; it is about realizing that being human is
SUPER.
Shaili Singh
HOD, Computer Department

Computer
Back to School: What to expect?
“Covid”….by hearing this word many of us get goosebumps. How a mere small virus can
become larger than life, we have experienced that very well in 2020. We are passing
through a phase which is worse than the worst nightmare where we are confined in our
homes month after month just hoping to be free someday very soon. But time and tide
wait for none and life goes on with all hardships. The world has turned upside down for
students, teachers and all those personnel who are involved with schooling in some or
the other way. It has especially affected the students and teachers as classroom
teaching has been replaced by virtual teaching. One thing is confirmed that our life has
changed a lot and so is our daily behavior. Schooling may not get back to the same precovid situation even after Covid is gone.
So how will schooling be after Covid? I can see many areas where we have to work on
to establish the new normal behavior framework. First of all, the school staff will have
to be trained to maintain proper discipline among students. Touching, hugging, sharing
food must be strictly prohibited. Social distancing is the new normal which needs to be
maintained throughout the school time.
As teachers, along with guiding the students for studies, we will also have to guide
them to learn new norms. Those days are gone where children used to come to school
cheerfully with smiles on and used to be as playful as they wanted. Post Covid children
will come to school with their masks on, sanitizer in their bags along with lunch boxes
and water bottles. Their lively smiles will be hidden behind their masks which has
become mandatory after Covid hit us hard. They will not be allowed to sit together
sharing desks, neither can they share their stationery stuff with their classmates. All the
sections will have be taught in multiple batches. Hybrid mode may also become new
normal as many students may want to join classes from the safe corner of their home.
Students used to enjoy reading time in school library. But now we may have to plan for
E-library also, considering those students who may continue their schooling from
home. They must not be deprived from the pleasure of reading variety of books. As
teachers or facilitators we have to prepare our students to adapt to the new normal
and be prepared for any emergency situation that they may face in their entire life. NEP
2020 also focusses on preparedness in times of disaster, diseases and emergency.
Covid 19 is an eye opener to each and every one of us who had never imagined
something like this can ever happen in this beautiful world. So post Covid, we must
continue following the basic rules of cleanliness and hygiene, distant ourselves from
gatherings, keep on wearing masks, avoid any kinds of body touch and maintain social
distancing in school. We will have to embrace these new habits which Covid has taught
us to keep ourselves and our loved ones safe. That day will surely come very soon when
students and teachers will be back to school again!!

Tanusri Pal
Computer Teacher

Computer

Computer
Grade III & IV -Tux Paint, Scratch and MS Word
Grade 3 & 4 students have created a few drawings in Tux Paint using different
effects and Scratch programming, as well as class 4 students have used shapes
and drew pictures and banners in MS-Word.

Computer
Grade 5 – Assignment on ‘Types of Software’ done by students

Grade 5 students took great interest in ‘Progress Report’ designing

Beautiful wedding invitation cards designed by Grade 6 students

Computer
Assignment on ‘Artificial Intelligence’ done by Grade 6 students

Web Page Designing- Students learnt about Web Page Designing and created
web pages on “Endangered Species” with great interest!!

Computer
Grade 7 & 8 students expressed their concern towards Mother Earth by creating digital
banners on the occasion of World Environment Day
IT'S NOW OR NEVER ! !

We Love to Code!! (Grade 7 & 8)

Computer
Grade 9 - Understanding the importance of Effective Communication

Grade 9 - Life is all about ACTION

Report on the remedial sessions conducted
by counselling team
We dealt with kids who needed remedial help. Due to the current situation,
counseling cases weren’t taken. I took remedial session for kids with special needs.
These were the kids who were undergoing remedial sessions even before COVID
occurred. This was done so that the academic lag could be covered at least to some
extent. This time the only difference being that they were at the comfort of their
own homes. We had to grab their attention really hard, as it was a virtual platform
which had many widgets to distract the young minds. We started each session with a
small energiser. These included either a simple game like “Simon says…” or any other
technique usually used in mindfulness. Some of the initial sessions also had either
singing of a rhyme or song (of the child’s choice) or involved slowly getting them into
concept. We planned sessions with a concept for a brief 10-20 mins of the 40 min
free session on Zoom. The moment we felt that the child is getting diverted in terms
of attention, we quickly asked the child to either fetch a glass of water and have it or
we would engage them in another mindful activity or finger activity and get them
back to the concept been taught. Sometimes we would also take the first 10-20 mins
of a session with concept and then end it with a fun game, which was well kept as a
reserve by letting the kids know and get motivated by themselves. Eventually we
planned the session with them in such a manner wherein they would study and get
to play as well on a virtual platform. One day of the week was reserved for them to
interact and play, basically socialise with kids of their age. We also used to take
interactive sessions wherein they would talk to each other, get to know each other
and of course, play as well. We received feedback that kids look forward to that one
day of the week to play virtually. Each of the sessions were well planned and
executed to ensure that there was less boredom and more things to look forward to.

Divya Menon
Counselor

Poem
“We began the year 2020,
Wishing everyone a Happy New Year.
Entered it with hopes and zest,
Completely unaware of the fear.
Then slowly came the news,
Of something very gripping.
All were made to stand for each other,
Yet follow distancing.
Began our journey of lockdown,
Full of fear and uncertainties.
They said it is the only way to save
human race,
By staying away and showing
sympathies.

Started and ended our days with
updates of news,
Indeed a fear booster.
With no signs of end of lockdown,
Safeguarded our families like roosters.
Teacher’s work seemed overwhelming,
Less control over how many have
learnt.
Kids however, enjoyed the comfort of
home,
Leaving the underprivileged candles
burnt.

Divya Menon

Increasing cases of anxiety and fear,
Mental health practitioners were
suddenly more in need.
Thought this is the “new normal” and
continued to stay motivated,
This time we had the stomach of ours
and poor to feed.
Now, seems like we have come a long
way,
Months of stay at home and work.
The job of a counsellor-A tough one
made tougher!
We kept ourselves moving in murk.
Embracing the new roles given,
Like that of a teacher.
Shift from in person setting to teaching
virtually.
A drastic shift indeed though,
We did it very ritually.

With new hopes showing up in 2021,
We would like to humbly end.
Work that we did all lockdown has
been showcased,
Please accept our humble bend

“
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What is mathematics? It is only a systematic effort of
solving puzzles posed by nature.
Shakuntala Devi

Math
Math Phobia
How many times have you felt frustrated when trying to figure out answer to a
question? I believe that it has been more number of times than you probably
got it right.
Therefore, we fear math. The possibility of getting an answer wrong weighs us
down, making us believe that math is tough. I am telling you that it’s not!
Let’s figure out a way for both you and I to realize that math is actually
incredible!
Having already said how incredible math is, there is also a catch. Math is like an
exercise, doesn’t happen in a single day. It requires compounded effect starting
from the basics. When you enter a gym, you don’t directly pick up the 50 kg.
dumbbell. You start with the 5 kg. build up your strength and then move
towards bigger weights. Just like this, you can’t directly move towards
the complex questions. You need to understand the basic concepts and then
build upon them.
The second reason, why we study math in school since generations, is because
it is used in every single field of our lives. Right from counting your teeth as a
baby to learning a complicated equation to fly a rocket, math is a backbone
of human life. Such an important subject needs to be mastered with daily
practice, irrespective of whether you want to be a dancer or a farmer math is
necessary. With daily practice, not only will you get better at math but will also
be able to get your life in a systematic and disciplined order.
Sometime we get stuck, right in a middle of exams, instead of trying to
remember what we know, we focus on what we don’t. The solution comes from
the basics. We need to plan, learn to breath properly in order to calm down in
a difficult situation, get our doubts clear when we are learning the subjects,
because Math is vast. There are hundreds of things to learn, but by
knowing these things your perspective of everything changes. Math gives us the
tools to ask question in any field possible, from Physics to buying groceries.
How can such a subject be intimidating, when it ensures that everyone ends up
with the same skills necessary and can use them as per their ability
and needs.
We feel that math is difficult because we fear getting the wrong answers. But
once we get the hang of it, math starts to feel like a puzzle and every right
answer unravels a better puzzle and the inspiration to do more.
Being a Math Teacher, every time, I start a math class for the new academic
year, I ask my students to chant a mantra at the beginning “I like math and I
love math”. When they say these sentences repeatedly, knowing or
unknowingly it fits in their back
of their mind that they not only like math but also love it. These feelings help
them to sit in a math class comfortably. There are so many mind techniques,
which if we try to learn and apply, will bring about a great change in our life.
These techniques will boost our confidence helping us easily overcome the fear
of math.
Mrs. Vrunda Bhave
Teacher

Math
India in the new decade
Our Prime Minister Shri Narendra Modi rightly said “The concept of ‘Vasudaiva
Kutumbakam- The world is a family’ is deeply imbibed in Indian philosophy.” India has
proved this statement time and again. Now, when the whole world is in a state of crisis due
to the pandemic Covid-19, India has successfully developed ‘Covaxin’ with 81%efficacy!
India has promised to export the vaccine to many developing countries of the world free of
cost.
India strives for the well-being of the world at large. The International Yoga Day celebrated
on 21
st June is a good example for this.
India has shown rapid advancement in every field in the past decade. So, the future looks
very promising. India would be the Global leader inthenear future. If the 19 th century
belonged to Europe, 2 th to USA, the21st
century will surely belong to India. When we try to restore the past glory of India, the urgent
need would be to have good leadership which prominently focuses on healthcare, public
welfare and national security.
A nation stands or falls, progresses or stagnates, on the basis of the quality of its youth. The
youth of the country are the trustees of the future, symbols of a more enlightened present.
Educationisempowerment. The new educational policy will focus on development of skills
through vocational training, experiential learning which will increase the employment
opportunities for the youth of the country. Rather than being addressed as an over
populated country, we would take pride in having the most important resource - the human
resource.
The initiatives like ‘Atma Nirbhar Bharat’ to make India self-reliant, Digital India to make the
country digitally empowered in the field of technology, ‘Make in India’, to encourage
companies to manufacturing India will boost the Indian economy. So, having a vision and
striving towards it will make India a self-reliant country in the coming years.

Deepa Kulkarni
Teacher

Math
Mathematics is, in its way, the poetry of logical ideas - Albert Einstein.
Below are few math activities performed by our students on various topics. The
enthusiasm shown by our students in these challenging times is really
commendable.

Grade IV and III
Activity -Number wheel

Math
Activity - Multiplication crossword

Math
Grade V

Grade VI

Math
Grade VII
ACTIVITY 1

ACTIVITY 2

Math
Few more activities…

Math

Math

Thushita M V
HOD Mathematics

“
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There are always flowers for those who want to see
them..
Henri Matisse

ART

The World Of Art and Craft
We, as human unlike other living beings, have different perceptions to feel
or enhance the beauty of everything around us that leads us towards an
extraordinary creation. Visual Art is one of such creation. Through various
art forms not only do we satisfy our own aesthetic sense but also express
our thoughts and connect emotionally with others. The world of art is a free
land. Here, all individuals have the freedom to express their respective
feelings.
Craft is another popular form of creativity. Our little artists in PPSH are
always encouraged to continue their creative journey despite of all odds
such as the ongoing pandemic!

Srinka Paul
Art Department
Teacher’s Corner

ART
Grade-I & II

ART

ART

Grade- III - X

ART

Grade- III - X

ART

Grade- X

Some glimpse of Project - Make a teaching tool (model with video/audio description o)
to teach colors to a visually impaired person and Art Project Presentation.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1-R6yb9nM2UCKDE3nWhNcGVgpRT5g_rd7/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1TgCQ2s-rtLCT7fco3tO7QOjiz0xCrJ58/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1JMSpZE5-9JViydprl7oGIPYFA3uZxqaN/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1USJZn3R4RWCBfqolvDEhNu3dxMb8xOhg/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1GhvdfXz1sXdCMhY9gkmbo24z7Wpp7Ozq/view?usp=sharing

Music
Music Department Activities (Year 2020-21)
‘Everything in the universe has a rhythm, everything dances’- Maya Angelou.
As Maya Angelou, an American poet, quotes “everything has a movement and
everything has some sort of a rhythm, which we can’t see or we don’t know of
it as yet”. For example humans are not the only ones who dance, animals dance
too to find mates.
Music is an art form and its common elements are pitch, rhythm, dynamics,
timber and texture. PPSH has a spacious music room equipped with many
musical instruments. The school also has some other resources to teach music
i.e the smart board and the music system. Students are very curious to visit the
music room for their music sessions. They enjoy singing, dancing and playing
instruments.
However since the school is shut due to COVID-19 the music classes are being
conducted online. Earlier it was quite difficult to manage the change but now
the students are settled. Through virtual classes they are learning Indian as well
as Western music along with theory concepts. Students can also develop their
communication skills through music. They have also done a project on
Percussion Instruments. Musical involvement improves a student’s coordination, listening skills, thinking skills, self-discipline, personal expression
and creative abilities.

Students have participated in Art Integration project as well and they have
shown their creativity through different activities.
We have conducted different virtual programs and children have also
participated in the same like ‘Independence Day’, ‘Hindi Divas’ and ‘Christmas
Celebration’. Teachers have also participated in the ‘Republic Day’ function.
They have participated in singing and dancing.

Music Department
Srilekha Mukherjee
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Hindi Department
Surekha Honrao
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German
German Introduction
This is the German translation of the popular comedy tele series ‘Sarabhai Vs
Sarabhai’. This is one of the ways that we can learn any language with
innovation . We live in a globalized world, where numerous countries , cultures
and languages are connected. Thus, translation plays an important role and
makes the difference when it comes to spreading ideas and delivering
information.

German

German

German

German

German

Achievements – 2020-21

Name- Shaurya Garg
Class and Section- 6B
Achievement1. IMO- Medal of Distinction, Certificate of Distinction (School
Rank-2, Zonal Rank-15, Regional Rank-16, International Rank-18
2. IEO- Gold Medal (School Rank-1)
3. NSO – Gold Medal

Name:-Suhas Chilukuri
Class/Section:-6A
Achievement:- Suhas won prize and stood 3rd place from Pune
and 8th place from nation-wide,in a National Level PreOlympiad Competition.(BMTSC 2021)
.

Name: Sayoni Sen
Class/Section- X-A
Achievement- Gold Medal in GOF Science Olympiad. She
received All India Top 10% Achiever Certificate.
.

Aneesh Talwalkar
PPSH takes pride in sharing that it’s student Aneesh Talwalkar
of grade 7 has cleared the 1st round for NASA Space Camp
selection. His Essay on ‘Black Holes and Hawking Radiation’ has
been shortlisted for the next round of written exam. Kudos to
him!!! PPSH team wishes him all the best!!!
.

Essay writing by Aneesh :

Black Holes and Hawking Radiation
Objective: The objective of this essay is to give introduction to black holes and
hawking radiation.
*Before understanding black
holes, let us understand how gravity and space-time exactly work and clear all the
misconceptions.
What is space-time?
Space-time is the "fabric of the universe" By definition, space-time refers to
whatever external reality underlies our collective experiences of the space between
things and the time between events. It's basically our experience of space between
things and time between events. But remember this experience isn't universal,
meaning two observers won't always agree upon the how much space there is
between things and how much time has passed between events. That's why spacetime is an "external reality"
Gravity
According to Sir Albert Einstein's general theory of relativity, Gravity is NOT a thing,
what I mean by that is anything with mass curves space and time towards it, and
when any other object comes near it, it just follows a straight line through space
time but it appears to fall, because even though the object is following a straight
line, space-time (which the object is moving on) is curved.
How much space-time is curved depends upon the mass and the density of an
object, the more the mass and density, the more an object curves space-time.
*A nice way of remembering this concept is this quote "Matter tells space-time how
to curve, and space-time tells matter how to move" -John Wheeler

The object falling in this image is simply following a straight line through space-time,
but as space-time is curved the trajectory of this object gets curved therefore leading
till the body which is curving space-time

Black Holes
Black Holes are objects in the universe with a lot of mass and infinite density. This
extreme density, causes space-time to curve infinitely.
The Schwarzschild radius
The Schwarzschild radius is the length from the center of the black hole till the point
from which nothing can escape, that is the event horizon. There is a formula which
can calculate this Schwarzschild radius or the tipping point after which any mass will
turn into a black hole which is Rg = 2 GM / c2. Which in full form is- Schwarzschild
radius = 2× Gravitational constant× mass of the object/ speed of light squared, by
this formula we get where the event horizon will lie. For example, the Schwarzschild
radius of our Sun will be about 3k.m and for our Earth it will only be approximately
8mm.
Event horizon
The event horizon is a region outside a black hole where if u cross it, space-time
becomes so curved, that all directions point toward the black hole's center, the
reason nothing can escape a black hole is because space is itself falling in the black
hole faster than the speed of light and as nothing except space can travel faster than
the speed of light, ( space travelling faster than the speed of light does not violate
general relativity as it says nothing can travel faster than the speed of light through
space but that doesn’t stop space itself from travelling faster than the speed of
light.) and if a falling object tries to move outward, it will only fall faster. So, escaping
from the black hole after crossing its event horizon is impossible unless by hawking
radiation (which is explained at the end of this essay) or travelling faster than the
speed of light (which is not possible
Singularity
A Singularity in a black hole is an infinitely dense point in the black hole. This
extreme density is what causes space-time to curve so much around a black hole.

Virtual particles
The vacuum of space as we know it, is not really empty, it consists of pairs of virtual
particles popping in and out of existence, they pop in existence in pairs of positive
and negative particles and annihilate each other by bumping into each other so the
energy stays in balance.
Hawking radiation
When virtual particles pop in existence near the event horizon of a black hole, the
negative particle will fall in the event horizon and thus annihilating a positive particle
inside the black hole and therefore decreasing the mass of the black hole by a very
tiny number. If this continues, the black hole will eventually die in a very long time
considering it didn’t eat any new mass. While this happens, the other positive
particle would escape the event horizon and be observed by the outside universe in
the form of radiation.
*Whenever the term “black hole” is used I mean a Schwarzschild black hole or
what's called a 'normal black hole' and not spinning black holes or black holes with a
charge.

Aneesh Talwalkar
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Yes, It’s the Lockdown!!!
Now we must wear a mask to do a task
First I walk freely, now no one can go out freely
That makes me teary
But animals and birds are roaming freely, wow! I wish everyone were happy
I always heap to sleep
Yes, it’s the Lockdown and we can’t go to anyone’s town
Schools are closed and online now
The rain gives me pain, as I can’t go out to play
We want what we deserve
Corona virus can’t rule the world
Yes, it’s the lockdown and we can’t go to anyone’s town
Lockdown is the way out; vaccine is the way about.
I pray I pray I pray
That the virus gets better
Yes, it’s the lockdown and we can’t go to anyone’s town

By Rhythm Borthakur
Class – 3 Aries
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Shooting Star
Me and My sister went under a tree
To watch the Shooting Star which goes like a
bee
When we went, there were none of them,
But after sometime, we saw one it was like
a gem
It was like, we imagined to be,
The shooting Star, that went up a tree
I loved the Shooting Star, with my sister
beside me
I wanted to touch it, but it vanished into the
sea.

By
Saesha Shrivas
Class 5 A
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I felt my eyes blurring,
Heart aching with pain.
Wondering if it'd be mended this time, screaming,
"Could I be repaired again?"

The silence echoed loudly.
Suddenly, there was nobody else.
I hadn't realized when I'd become
such a bad friend to myself

How did I break myself again?
When did I leave myself behind?
It's difficult to be in the moment,
when the most dangerous place is your mind.

But when I decided to pick up the pieces and let myself
free my mind
I realized there's strength in me to heal and forgiveness
in me to find.

-Pramugdha Dey

Student’s Corner
Sounds of nature

As I felt a little low,
I sat by the window.
I was all alone at home
And the evening was yet to come.

While sitting there peacefully,
I saw some birds dancing
gleefully. Followed by a lot of
chirps

Were sounds of some happy ducks.
And suddenly there was a hiss
And everything around became quite
still. And with the pitter- patter of
raindrops, Into the bed, I felt myself plop.
And with the thought of something
deep, I didn’t realize when I fell asleep.
-Pramugdha Dey

Student’s Corner

LOCKDOWN- THROUGH MY EYES
The world's in solitude & dismay
The vulnerable without resources stray

People are distant in isolation
Researchers seeking corona's resolution
A havoc for industries and economy
A unseen enemy of every autonomy
COVID-19 is ravaging infirmaries
Covid warriors serving knowing risks it carries
But now it all makes perfect sense........
Animals and birds freely roam anywhere
We face our cruel doings as caged in homes
Sky is clear, free of dangerous fumes
In nature's garden sunflower blooms
Lockdown has made vital to sanitize
Taught to limit needs & luxuries to utilize
It has also given time and a crucial chance
To learn, help and give life a different glance
Distance from loved ones in crisis has affected
But to support and convey we're social-connected
In this crisis, there's heart wrenching deaths
But realization has led to rebirth of our souls
In midst of darkness,there's hope,
Lessons from nature will help us cope
And this pandemic will soon lope

Yashvi Upadhyay
IX B
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